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aunt
straight
freighter
waist
agent
acre
mayor
obey
restrain
campaign
persuade
survey
anticipate
famous
fragile
axle
plague
aptitude
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1

1

Word Meaning
Complete the crossword puzzle using words from Spelling List 1.

Across
    1.  to hold back
    3. a ship that carries cargo
    4. the elected head of a city or town
    7. not crooked
    8. to do what you are told
 10. a person who represents another
 11. to talk someone into doing something

Down
   2. to look forward to
   3. easily broken
   5. a measure of land
   6. a natural ability
   7. to look over; to examine 
   9. the part of the body between the ribs and the hips
10. a rod connecting two wheels
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Building Spelling Skills
Name:

Phonics

 1. taste  3. later 
 2. weight  4. afraid 

Syllables

Word Study
1

List spelling words with the sound of long a.
Then circle the letters that have the long a sound.

   
    
  
   

Find words from the list that rhyme with these words.

Match the syllables to make words. 
Write the complete words on the lines.

 1. fra vey 1. 
 2. fa gent 2. 
 3. sur bey 3. 
 4. cam mous 4. 
 5. re cre 5. 
 6. o gile 6. 
 7. a paign 7. 
 8. a strain 8. 
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Name:

1
Circle the word in each row that is spelled correctly.

 1. aunt ent aunnt
 2. survay servey survey
 3. axel axle axcel
 4. famiss famouse famous
 5. persuade pursuade purrsuade
 6. campane campain campaign
 7. plage plague plaigue
 8. aptitude apptitude aptatude
 9. fraggile frajile fragile
 10. akre acre acur
 11. obey obay obbey
 12. anticipate antisipate anticapate

Edit for Spelling

Circle the misspelled words in the sentences. Write them correctly on the lines.

 1. I tried to purswade my annt to let me work on the campane.
    

 2. Even the faymous mair has to obay the law.
    

 3. The agunt from the land office has come to servay the akce.
    

 4. The fragill old woman has strate hair that reaches to her waiste.
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hockey
received
neither
believe
achievement
equality
referee
pleasant
illegal
nominee
electricity
frequent
entry
eagerly
pique
easel
abbreviate
tedious
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Name:

Write sentences with these words.

Fill in the blanks with words from Spelling List 2.

2
Word Meaning

 1. The  stopped the  game 
because of  moves by the players.

 2.  of my parents could  
that I finished the  task so quickly.

 3. Elizabeth  an award for her great 
.

 4. Clark  approached his  
and began to paint.

 5. Our state is suffering from  shortages of 
.
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Phonics

2

Fill in the missing letters.

Word Study

ie ee e ea ei ey y

 1. ill gal 7. rec ved 13. hock
 2. n ther 8. fr quent 14. quality
 3. refer  9. bel ve 15. nomin
 4. sel 10. ach vement 16. lectricit
 5. pl sant 11. t dious 17. gerly
 6. abbr viate 12. entr

Write the spelling word that rhymes with week. 

Syllables

behold people

An open syllable ends with a long vowel.
Underline the words with an open syllable.
Circle the open syllable in each word you underline.

hockey entry referee

believe abbreviate equality

pique pleasant nominee

tedious frequent electricity
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Name:

2
Edit for Spelling

Circle the words that are spelled correctly.

 1. receeved recieved received
 2. tedious  teidious teedious
 3. illeegal illeigal illegal
 4. beleeve believe  beleive
 5. eagerly eegerly eagerley
 6. freequent freaquant frequent
 7. hockey hocky howcky
 8. electricitey electricity electriciti
 9. neither niether neather
 10. abbriviate abreviate abbreviate
 11. achevement acheivement achievement
 12. eesal  easel eassel

Circle the misspelled words in the sentences. Write them correctly on the lines.

 1. When I was at college, I recieved freaquant letters from my sister.
   
 2. The referree made his calls in a pleazant manner.
   
 3. So that our report would not be teedious, Jill and I used colorful

charts which we displayed on an eesal.
   
 4. The nominey spoke eagerley to reporters about his plan to reduce 

the price of electricitee.
    


